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ABSTRACT 
Let V,(G) denote the symmetry class of tensors over the vector space V 
associated with the permutation group G and irreducible character x. Write 
ul*u2*.** * u, for tbe decomposable symmetrized product of tbe indicated vectors 
(m = deg G). If T is a linear operator on V, let K(T) denote the associated operator 
on V,(G), i.e., K(T)u~*u~*... *u,,,=Tul*Tuz*~~~ *Turn. 
D( T)u, * u2 * . . * * u,,, = TV, * ~2 * . . . l u,,, + u1 * Tuz * 03 * 
. . . *urn+-. . +ul*uz*“’ l um_1*Tum. The article concerns the elementary di- 
visors of K( 2’) and D(T). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension n. Let @“‘V be the mth 
tensor power of V, and denote by v,&@ - * + @v, the decomposable tensor 
product of the indicated vectors. If u E S,,,, the symmetric permutation 
group, let P(u - ‘) be the linear operator on @“V which has the following 
effect on decomposable tensors: P(o - ‘)v,@ v,@ . . * CSv, = ~~~$3 
%) 8. . . cQva(m). If G is a subgroup of S,,, and h is an irreducible, complex 
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character of G, define 
Then T(G, h) is a projection onto the symmetry class of tensors V,(G). 
If T is a linear operator on V, let @“T denote the corresponding 
associated operator on BmV, i.e., @mT(ul@-. . @$,J=(Tu,)@- . . @(TV,). 
Since @‘“T commutes with P(a), aE S,, it follows that V,(G) is an invariant 
subspace of @“‘T. Let K?(T) d enote the restriction of @“‘T to V,(G). In 
particular, when V,(G) # { 0}, T-&:(T) is a representation of the full linear 
group GL, of nonsingular operators on V. In case G = S,, we use the special 
notation K,“(T) for Kf(T). Note that if E is the signum (alternating) char- 
acter, ZZ,” is the mtb compound, usually denoted C,. If G = S,, X = 1, then 
we obtain the mth induced power, P,,,. 
Of course, T+P,(T) is an irreducible representation of GL,, as is 
T+,,(T), provided m < n. It seems not to be so widely known that, 
provided it is not identically zero, T+K,“(T) reduces into exactly A(id) 
equivalent irreducible representations, T-B,“(T), each of which is equiva- 
lent to the representation defined by a Young symmetrizer corresponding to 
A [16, Eq. 21, [12, Chapter VII]. 
Algorithms for producing the elementary divisor structure of B,“(T) from 
that of T have been given by Aitken and Hunter [l, 31 and by Littlewood [4]. 
Quite recently, McFall [6, 71 has provided explicit formulas for the elemen- 
tary divisors of K,“(T) [and, therefore, of B,“(T)] provided T has a single 
elementary divisor. In Sec. 3, we show how these results may be extended to 
K:(T). Our method of proof is to show that the representation T+KF(T) 
also decomposes into X(id) equivalent (but not, in general, irreducible) 
pieces, which we call B?(T). We then obtain a reduction of T-B?(T) and 
finally use Weyl’s principle of the irrelevance of algebraic inequalities to 
obtain the decomposition for singular T. 
The second main topic of the article involves certain derivation maps on 
V,(G). Denote by D@‘T the operator on mmV determined by D@(T)u,@ 
u,@ . . . @u,,, =(Tu,)@h@~ . . @urn +u,@(Tu,)G3:. . Cb, + . . . +u,C3uv,@ 
* * * C3 ( TV,). Since D@(T) commutes with P(u), u E S,, it follows that V,(G) 
is an invariant subspace of D@(T). Let D:(T) denote the restriction of 
D@(T) to V,(G). In case G=S,,,, we use the special notation D,“(T) for 
D,“(T). In [ll], Marcus and Watkins determined the elementary divisor 
structure of De”‘(T) and of D,“(T), gi ven that of T. McFall [6, 73 determined 
the elementary divisors structure of D,“(T) provided T has a single elemen- 
tary divisor. In Sec. 4, we extend McFall’s results to D:(T) and use the 
Aitken-Hunter-Littlewood results to obtain an algorithm which produces 
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the elementary divisors of D:(T), given the elementary divisors of an 
arbitrary T. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As we will make frequent use of the Schur relations for irreducible 
representations, we state them here. A proof can be found, e.g., in [15, $91. 
Let a-+A(a)=(aij(o)) and a+B(u)= (bii(u)) be irreducible representations 
of G which afford the characters X and x, respectively. Then 
Next, we introduce a refinement of the T( G, A) operator. Let u-+A( a) = 
(aif( be an irreducible representation of G which affords A. Define 
Clearly, T(G, A) = E,Ti( G, A), where the sum is from 1 to deg A = A(id). 
Moreover, from the Schur relations, {T,(G, A) : 1 < i < A(id)} is a set of 
annihilating indempotents. Denote by V,‘(G) the range of Ti(G, A). Then 
h(id) 
V,(G)= ,g Y8G). (2) 
As T,(G, A) is a linear combination of {P(u) : u EC}, and since @“‘T 
commutes with P(u), u E S,, it follows as before that Vi(G) is an invariant 
subspace of @“‘T, for every linear operator T on V. 
LEMMA 1. As representations of the full linear group of nonsingular 
operators on V, the restrictions of BP”T to V’(G), 1 <i <h(id), are all 
equivalent. 
REMAFUC. Let B?(T) denote the restriction of BmT to V,‘(G). It is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 1 that the representation K-f(T) is 
equivalent to the direct sum of B:(T) with itself h(id) times. [In case G= S,,,, 
B,“(T)=B,C(T).] 
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Proof. It is easy to see that P(a) commutes with T(G, A), u E G. 
Therefore, V,(G) is an invariant subspace for P(a), (I E G. Let Px( a) denote 
the restriction of P(u) to V,(G), u E G. In particular, u+P,( a) is a represen- 
tation of G. Moreover, 
is the identity on V,.,(G). If x is an irreducible character of G different from 
X, then 
=o 
by the orthogonality relations for characters [15, p. 161. So 0= trace Z= 
x&4(x, qb, where q is the character afforded by u+Ph(u), UEG. [Since 
Ph( a) is a permutation representation, q( u - ‘) = v( a), u E G.] Consequently, TJ 
contains no irreducible characters of G different from A. It follows that there 
exists a basis F of V,(G) such that the matrix representation of PA(u) with 
respect to F is the direct sum of A(u) with itself N= (X, v)o times. In other 
words, with respect to F, the matrix representation of P,(u) (denoted 
[PA(a is Z,@A(a). 
By the Schur relations, with respect to F, [T,(G, A)] =ZN@E,i, where Edi 
is the X(id)-square matrix with a 1 in position (i, i) and 0 in every other 
position. [we have abused the language by confusing T,(G, A) with its 
restriction to V,(G).] What does the matrix representation of Kz( T) with 
respect to F look like? Write [K?(T)] = (K,,) as a block matrix where K,, is 
A(id)-square, 1 < s, t < N. Since (K,,) commutes with [ Ph( a)] = Z,@A( a), it 
must be (Schur’s lemma) that K,, is scalar, 1 <s, t < N. In other words, 
[ KF( T)] = B( T) @3Zh(idj for some N-square matrix B( I’). 
It is well known (see, e.g., [2]) that there exists a permutation matrix Q 
such that Q -i(B@C)Q= C@ZI for all N-square B and A(id)-square C. But 
similarity by Q simply permutes the ordered basis F to a new order. Let F* 
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be the new ordered basis. With respect to F*, [K:(T)] = IA~qC3B(T), and 
[ q(G, A)] = E,,QDZ,. It follows that the first N elements of F* form a basis F, 
of V,‘(G), the second N elements form a basis F, of Vi(G), etc. Moreover, 
with respect to Fi, the matrix representation of the restriction of K:(T) to 
V,‘(G) is B(T), 1 C i < X(id). In particular, Bf(T) is equivalent to B(T). n 
We now recall that the irreducible characters of S, correspond to 
nonincreasing partitions of m. Let x be an irreducible character of S, 
correspondingtothepartitiona=(a,,cx,,...,a,).Thencu,>ae,... >a,> 
1, and a,+*-* +a, =m. It is known (see, e.g., [14]) that V,(S,J =0 if and 
only if n( = disnV) < r. Let !$ denote the set of irreducible characters of S, 
such that V,(S,)#O. (If n > m, $,, consists of all the irreducible characters of 
S,,,.) As we have just seen, 
(3) 
Moreover, T-+B,“( T) is an irreducible representation of the full linear group, 
x E$,. Consider Kf(T) = Z,,,@JBF(T). We are interested in a reduction of 
the representation T+Bf( T). 
LEMMA2 LetxE$,. ThenumberofoccurrencesofB~inB~is(~,X)~, 
i.e., the number of occurrences of B,” in BF is the same as the number of 
occurrences of h in the restriction of x to G. 
Proof. Let a+A(a) =(aij(a)) b e an irreducible representation of G 
which affords X. Let a+fi(~)=(r,~(a)) be an irredticible representation of S,,, 
which affords x. Without loss of generality, we assume that the restriction of 
R to G is fully reduced, that any components of the restriction which afford 
X are equal to A, and that they occur first [with multiplicity (x, X),]. We 
consider the equivalent problem of expressing Vi(G) as a direct sum of 
V&S,). Observe 
T,(G, A)I;:(S,, R) = 
=q(Smr R) or 0, 
depending on whether the restriction of qi to G is aii or not. But, aS i runs 
from 1 to x(id), qi will be equal to a,, on G exactly (x, h& times. n 
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To summarize our results, we have for all nonsingular linear operators T 
on V, 
and 
K?(T) =IX(id)@‘BXG(T) (4) 
@CT) = 2 'cx,,,,@'Bx"(T), (5) 
where the sum is direct over x E$, i.e., B?(T) is the direct sum over x E $, 
of B,“(T), occurring (x, h)o times. It follows that 
the sum being direct over x E $,, where n, =h(id)(x, h)c. 
But, taking matrix representations of (4)-(6) with respect to a basis of 
@“‘V induced from a basis of V, we find that (4)-(6) constitute (homoge- 
neous) polynomial equations in the entries of [T]. These equations hold for 
all T such that det[T] #O. By Weyl’s principle of the irrelevance of algebraic 
inequalities, (4)-(6) hold for all T. 
3. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS OF KC(T) 
It seems clear from our development that K:(T) is unnecessarily redun- 
dant. Surely it is rather B:(T) which ought to be studied, K:(T) being but a 
direct sum [h(id) times] of BF( T). In any case, it is clear from Eqs. (4)-(6) 
above that it suffices to solve the problem for B,“(T), and, as remarked in the 
introduction, this has been done. Having come so far, however, it seems 
appropriate to state the results explicitly, at least for the case in which T 
affords a single elementary divisor. 
Following McFall, our first result is in terms of so called Kostka coeffi- 
cients. Classically, these coefficients relate two important bases of the 
homogeneous symmetric functions of degree m in an infinite number of 
variables. (See [S, Sec. 6.41. Compare with the development of [4, Sec. 41.) 
R. Stanley [17] has gi ven another interpretation in terms of “plane partitions”: 
A plane partition of m is an array of nonnegative integers 
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for which Zmii =m and the rows and columns are in decreasing order (i.e., 
mii ‘m,(i+r) and m,t >m(,+r)i for all i, j > 1). The nonzero entries m,i are 
called the purt.s of the plane partition. If there are (Y, parts in the ith row of 
the plane partition, so that for some r, a1 > (rs > . . . > o, > a,+ r = 0, then 
the partition (a,,..., a,) of the integer p = a1 + + . . + a, is called the shape of 
the plane partition and is denoted by LX. We also say the plane partition has r 
rows and p parts. If the nonzero entries of the plane partition are strictly 
decreasing in each column, it is said to be column-strict. If CY and p are 
partitions of m, k,, is the number of column-strict plane partitions of shape 
(r with Pi parts equal to i [17, p. 1761. 
An ordered partition /3 of m is an n-tuple denoted /3= @a, &, . . . , &_ 1), 
where & are nonnegative integers and & + Pr + - * . +&,_ 1 =m. (To each 
ordered partition of m there corresponds a unique ordinary partition B of m.) 
For fixed m, n > 1, define 
i 
n-l 
J(t)= p=(pO,...,Pn-l): Z iP,= t+mF-l) 
i=O i 
for all integers t. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose T: V+V has the single elementary divisor (x-a)“, 
a # 0. Let x be an irreducible character of S,,, corresponding to the rwnincreas- 
ing partition (Y. The elementary divisors of B,“(T) are (x- u”‘)“‘(~- 1)--21+1 
occurring g(m(n-1)-Z)-g(m(n-1)-Z+l) times j&r Z=O,l,...,[m(n- 
1)/2]. Here, for all integers t, 
g(t)= x k,,+ 
PEI(zt-m(n-1)) 
Proof. By Lemma 1 with G = S,, is suffices to copy McFall’s result with 
each multiplicity divided by x(id) ( =fa in [7, Theorem 31). n 
Before we can state the next result, another definition is necessary. Let x 
be an irreducible character of S,. Let (Y = ((or, (~a,. . . , a,) be the correspond- 
ing nor&creasing partition of m. Then 
4aw= -X2’ ,;r ,;i (t-i+j) 
r-l t-1 
for nonnegative integers t. (In fact [14], x(id)q,(n) =dimV,(S,,,).) 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose T: V+V has the single elementary dioisor xn. Let 
~E$,correspondtothepartitiona=(a~,...,a,). ThenB,“(T)husebmentuy 
divisors x’+l occurring qJn-I)-2q,(n-I-l)+q,(n-Z-2) times, fm l- 
O,l,..., n-r. 
Proof. By (4) with G = S,,, and h = x, we can again copy McFall’s result 
with each multiplicity divided by x(id). (Our q,J t) is x(id)-l times McFaIl’s 
[7, Theorexii 41.) 
Using Theorems 1 and 2, and Eqs. (5) and (6), one can now obtain the 
elementary divisors of B?(T) and Kf( T) for any T having a single elemen- 
tary divisor. I 
4. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS OF DERIVATIONS D,C(T) 
As in the case of Kf(T), the derivation Df(T) decomposes into a direct 
sum [Eq. (7)] of A(id) co p ies of a transformation F:(T). In order to see this 
observe that 
D;(T) = -&(I+ tT)(t_O. 
Now define 
%-CT) = $B,G(r+ tT)l,_o, 
and F,“(T) = FxG( T), if G = S,. By differentiating both sides of Eqs. (4)- (6) as 
above, we obtain 
D:(T) = x Z,,x@F,“(T), (9) 
the sums being direct over x~$,, where n, =x(id)(x, A),. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elementary divisors of 
F:(T) and the elementary divisors of Bf(exp T), where exp T is the exponen- 
tial of T. 
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LEMMA 3. Let T have eigenvalues a,, . . . , a,,. Then the eigenvalues of 
F,G(T)areofthefonnr=a,l+~~~+ai,forj=l ,..., m,$=l,..., n,andto 
each elementuy divkm (r-r)’ of F:(T) the& corre.spn~% an elementary 
divisor (x-er)’ of BF(expT). 
Proof. It is shown in [ll, Theorem l] that exp(D@(T)) 7 Bm(exp T). By 
restricting both of the above transformations to Vff( G), we get exp( FF( T)) = 
Bf(expT). All eigenvalues of a’@(T), and hence of F:(T), are of the form 
r=ail+... + a,_. Thus a typical elementary divisor of FF(T ) js pf the form 
(x - r)‘. The elementary divisors of the exponential of a linear transformation 
do not split, and hence the elementary divisor (x - T)~ of Ff( T) corresponds 
to the elementary divisor (x-e ‘)’ of exp( Fz( T)) = B,“(exp T). W 
Now since the elementary divisors of Bf(exp T) have been described in 
Sec. 3 in terms of the elementary divisors of B,“(exp T), we can use Lemma 3 
to get a complete description of the elementary divisors of F?(T) and hence, 
via Eq. (7), of D:(T). For the sake of completeness we state the theorem 
which describes the elementary divisors of Fxm(T) in case T has a single 
elementary divisor. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose T: V+Vhus the single elementary divisor (x-a)“. 
Let x be an irreducible churacter of S,,, corresponding to the nonincreasing 
partition (Y. Then the elementuy divisors of F,“(T) are (~-ma)“‘(“--‘)-~‘+~ 
occurringg(m(n-l)-I)-g(m(n-1)-Z+l) time.sforZ=O,...,[m(fl-1)/2]. 
The function g is defined the same way as before. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3 with G= S,,,, A = x, 
and Theorem 1. The result also can be proved from Eq. (7) with G = S,, 
A = x, and [7, Theorem 31 with each multiplicity divided by x(id). m 
Using Theorem 3 and Eqs. (8) and (9), one can, as before, obtain the 
elementary divisors of Ff(T) and Of(T) for any T having a single elemen- 
tary divisor. 
The authors are grateful to 1. D. McFall for a prepublication copy of [ 71. 
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